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Get the 
RIGHT SOFA 
FOR YOU

MEASURE THE SPACE
You might have your eyes on a large corner sofa, but this might 
eat up the whole space in your living room if the room is tight. 
Measuring the area where your sofa will be placed is the starting 
point of your sofa-shopping adventure.  Your sofa needs to fit 
comfortably, but not over-crowd the room. 

UNDERSTAND YOUR STYLE
Consider not only the sofa design you like but also what style 
suits the room. If the room has a traditional look to it, a classic-
shaped sofa in a soft, neutral fabric or leather would complement 
the setting. If your style is modern, a sofa that sports clean lines 
or a dramatic colour would reflect the aesthetics of the room. In 
contemporary designed living spaces, the focus is on the colour  
of the sofa, which can make or break the composition of the room.

A SOFA THAT’S FUNCTIONAL 
If you enjoy entertaining, often gather the whole family around 
the living room, or regularly watch late-night movies that turn your 
living into a second bedroom, then a modular sofa would be a 
great choice as it gives you the ability to create the composition 
that ensures comfort, fits your space and your style. If you are 
rarely home and your relationship with your sofa is like a long-
distance pen-pal, then a simple 2 or 3-seater may be just enough. 

Choosing a sofa doesn’t sound difficult, 
but when met with so much variety 
and different options to choose from, 
a decision on the right sofa is critical. 
Here’s a list of things to consider  
before sealing the deal.

COMFORT IS KEY
Test for comfort. Do not be shy to try all the sofas you like. A sofa’s 
for sitting, so you need to understand what’s comfortable for you - 
whether you want a sofa that you can sink into, or something with 
a firm seat or back.
 

A FINISH THAT SUITS YOUR LIFESTYLE
After you've chosen your sofa style and size, it's time to pick your 
covering. If you have young children or pets, a darker colour 
in a stain resistant fabric or genuine leather would be the most 
sensible as it won’t emphasize any stains and can withstand wear 
and tear. If the living area is the heart of your home, have fun 
with colours and textures - and then throw in some coordinated 
cushions or a signature armchair to finish off the whole look. 
 
Furniture is part of your life. You live on it, in it, with it. A good 
quality sofa is an investment worth making, only if you make 
the right choice for your lifestyle. Happy sofa-shopping! Our 
designers are available for any questions you might have that  
will help you choose the right sofa for you. Contact us today  
on info@joinwell.com.mt. 
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Think Sofa.  
Any Shape, Any Size, Any Colour.
Modular sofas in stylish designs,  
high quality fabrics and genuine leathers.

CHANEL
Starting price in fabric €607
Starting price in genuine leather €820

JACOB
Starting price in fabric €863
Starting price in genuine leather €1091

www.joinwell.com.mt



Modular Sofas

COSMO (3 seater 210cm)
Starting price in fabric €1916
Starting price in genuine leather €2543

DAVE (3 seater 221cm)
Starting price in fabric €1140
Starting price in genuine leather €1563

ORACOL (3 seater 218cm)
Starting price in fabric €1207
Starting price in genuine leather €1676

HIP HOP (3 seats 237cm)
Starting price in fabric €1464
Starting price in genuine leather €2172

ROMEO (3 seater 222cm)
Starting price in fabric €1568
Starting price in genuine leather €2148
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SCOTT (3 seater 210cm)
Starting price in fabric €1235
Starting price in genuine leather €1715

SIMON (3 seater 232cm)
Starting price in fabric €899
Starting price in genuine leather €1304

TAYLOR 
(3 seater 219cm)

Starting price 
in fabric €940

Starting price 
in genuine leather 
€1392

AD HOC collection
ALEJANDRO (3 seater 214cm)
Starting price in fabric €1058
Starting price in genuine leather €1461

MAURITIUS (3 seater 216cm)
Starting price in fabric €999
Starting price in genuine leather €1364

www.joinwell.com.mt
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FURNISH  
Your Living Space

Hülsta NOW! TIME
living room display 
in real wood  
and real lacquer 
€1889

Hülsta NOW! EASY TV Unit with matching shelves, €1421
Now! Easy allows you to simply combine pure white modular units with accents in lacquer and wood
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For years Scandinavian countries have ranked amongst the top 
10 happiest countries in the world. This achievement is thanks 
to a variety of factors including human equality and economic 
prosperity, to name a few, but some of this positivity is surely 
attributed to the effect that interiors have on people. Living in a 
warm and welcoming environment positively influences one’s life 
and well-being. Functionality, minimalism, nature and warmth are 
characteristics that sum up the principles of Scandinavian design.

FUNCTIONALITY AND MINIMALISM 
Born to the need of creating functional spaces with the least 
possible material, over time designers began to see beauty in the 
simple structures and clean lines and gave these elements life 
through their interiors. This minimalist style promotes the design 
philosophy “less is more.” Accessories are usually scaled back to 
create less clutter and fewer visual distractions.

NATURE
In Nordic interiors one can notice a strong relationship between 
design elements and nature. It’s often seen in the stark contrast 
between abstract and natural shapes, as well as hard and soft 
surfaces and materials. Natural materials like stone, wood, leather 
and hemp are used sparingly in most home interiors. Warm woods 
are often used on walls, ceilings, cabinetry, and furniture, with 
preferences for teak and oak as these have the warmest tones.

WARMTH
The long dark winters have also inspired Scandinavian designers 
to create the brightest spaces possible. Dark winters meant 
they have learnt to cherish and appreciate the importance of 
natural daylight by using large unobstructed windows to let in 
as much natural light as possible. To maximize on available light, 
a foundation of modern Scandinavian design is to paint all walls 
in stark white, and sometimes also ceilings. Starting with a blank 
canvas of white walls has allowed other design elements to have a 
maximum visual impact. It has also created a bright and tranquil 
environment and made rooms feel large and open. Homes that 
have a flow make living in them easier and more pleasurable.

The Positive Elements of  
Scandinavian Design

COLOUR
Complementing the use of natural bright light and a combination 
of natural elements, Scandinavian interiors are focused on neutral 
color pallets with sparing pops of bold color to accentuate 
specific features. 

Scandinavian interior design is more than just a timeless aesthetic. 
Those who value ease of living and functionality without the loss 
of beauty will feel drawn to this minimalist design philosophy. 
When it comes down to it, clean lines, open spaces, neutral colors, 
and lots of light will never go out of style. Which is why Joinwell 
is proud to introduce new design brand BOLIA – a celebration of 
Scandinavian design and quality. 

www.joinwell.com.mt



Saga

Philippa

PEPE collection

SagaSaga

Philippa

SAGA

PHILIPPA
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CLOUD sofa and pouff

MADISON collection

COSIMA modular sofa in leather

SCANDINAVIA sofa  
and PIERO coffee table

www.joinwell.com.mt



Joinwell Home

A

B

C

D E

Lighting accessories 
by VITA from Denmark

Slate serving collection 
by JUST SLATE

There’s no place like...
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A Vintage Mirror, by Durieux €306.00
B  Riviera Maison Hurricane Lamps  

starting from €43.50
C Dessert Table, by Durieux €477.00
D Sicily Floor Lamp, by Riviera €489.00
E  Modular Book Case, by Durieux,  

as shown €2,874.00
F Umbria Vase, by EightMood, different sizes 

available, starting from €44.25

G Austin Car Model by Antic Line, €64.00
H West Houston 2 ½ seater Sofa, by Riviera 

Maison, €1,854.00
I EightMood Cushions, different designs 

available, starting from €30.00
J Verso Vase by Villeroy & Boch starting from 

€69.50
K Antic Line Wall Clock, €133.00
L Primula Armchair by Calia, €650

Table Ware 
by VILLEROY & BOCH

Summer Bath Towels  
from Swedish house EIGHTMOOD

www.joinwell.com.mt



A Sense of Calm. 
Joinwell welcomes new brand Papadatos:  
sleek designs, harmonious aesthetics

ELLE Sofa

MARMONT Sofa, GRACE Chair, 
SIMETRIA Coffee Table

UPPER Sofa

ANN ArmchairTWIST H
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MODEL 430 Sofa

LUXURY
Design – Comfort - Lifestyle
Hülsta sofas, produced by Rolf-Benz are no short of luxury. 
Experience Hülsta Sofas for yourself at Joinwell this Spring.

MODEL 480 Sofa

MODEL 480 Armchair 

www.joinwell.com.mt



Sleeping Quarters

ZAMARO  
by Loddenkamper
€2862

In high gloss white 
lacquer finish. 
Including 160cm 
bed complete with 
Hulsta slats, 200cm 
wardrobe, 2 bed 
side tables and 
chest of drawers. 
Made in Germany

LUNA by Loddenkamper
€3019

In high gloss white lacquer finish. Including 
160cm bed complete with Hulsta slats, 
252cm sliding door wardrobe, 2 bed side 
tables and chest of drawers. 
Made in Germany.

Now! by Hülsta SLEEPING
€5422

Real wood veneer and high gloss lacquer 
finish. Including 160cm bed complete  
with Hulsta slats, Sliding door wardrobe,  
2 bed side tables and chest of drawers.  
Made in Germany
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Kids Bedrooms
These children’s bedrooms are incredibly versatile and designed to last a lifetime.  

With playful features for the young ones and innovative storage solutions for teenage kids,  
these colourful rooms are good fun to grow up with and adaptable to their needs as they grow. 

www.joinwell.com.mt



LOOP By Bontempi

CROSSROADS  
by Riviera Maison

MARIPOSA 
by Bolia

Coffee Tables  
for every style
Coffee tables are a must-have living room staple  
- a place to set drinks, stash magazines, organize  
remotes or display fun decor. Whether it’s wooden,  
glass or marble, choose the one that fits your style  
and compliments the room - we have different  
models to suit all pockets. 

MARIPOSA

CT14 by Now! By HülstaCHATEAU CHASSIGNY by Riviera Maison
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